Geodetic history has traced the origin of its first consolidated association to 1862, when a group of visionary scientists, primarily geodesists and astronomers, backed by their respective governments, formed the Mitteleuropä ische Gradmessung [Helmert, 1913] . This term which according to Lambert [1950] ''may be translated literally, if barbarously, «The Central European Degree-measurement»'' represents the first organized attempt to exchange and share on a permanent basis, geodetic advances across national boundaries. Their main intent was to connect the many scattered chains of triangles surveyed in Europe under unrelated national mapping programs and progress toward the quest of finding the actual size and shape of the earth. Notable premises set forward at that historic occasion demanded that projected goals must be apolitical in content, and that the decisions made would stand or fall exclusively based on their scientific merits and without having any binding effect whatsoever on member countries.
At the inaugural general conference held in Berlin in October 1864, a Central Bureau headquartered at the Geodetic Institute of Prussia, and directed by the eminent General Baeyer [see Torge, 1994; Buschmann, 1994] , was recognized as the center responsible for coordinating all central European geodetic activities. This office was also in charge of performing the required work and conducting the necessary negotiations to assure the desired uniformity in the collection of geodetic and astronomic data.
At a follow-up convocation in Berlin in 1867, after Spain and Portugal agreed to join this emerging organization and in order to better reflect the multinational scope of its membership, it was decided to change its name to Europä ische Gradmessung (European Geodetic Association). Concurrently, a Permanent Commission with administrative powers that supervised the Central Bureau and acted as the supreme standing scientific agency was created. Furthermore, with the intention of encouraging the exchange of ideas and ultimately having a forum to present and discuss the progress accomplished, a triennial General Conference and an annual meeting of the Permanent Commission were regularly scheduled.
As already pointed out by Lambert [1950] , there was confusion as to the precise referencing of these early organizational structures due to the somewhat liberal French translation of the original German language. For unknown reasons; perhaps, to convey more universality, Europäische Gradmessung became in French: Association Géodésique Internationale. This is explicitly evident from the title pages and bilingual contents in the volumes detailing the annual proceedings of the Permanent Commission meetings where ''Verhandlungen... Permanenten Commission der Europäische Gradmessung'' became ''Comptes-Rendus des Séances de la Commission Permanente de 1'Association Géodésique Internationale pour la Measure des Degrés en Europe. '' In truth, it was not until two decades later -in 1887-when the word ''international'' was formally added for the first time to these pioneering geodetic societies. Consequently, and in order to be consistent with the current terminology implicitly adopted by the present International Association of Geodesy [Levallois, 1980] , the words ''Association Géodésique Internationale,'' although mentioned in the proceedings of the General Conferences and Permanent Commission meetings during the interval 1875-1886, should be understood exclusively as the ''Europäische Gradmessung.'' The French designation was so prevalent in the literature of the time, that Clark [1880, p. 36] in the first edition of his acclaimed book Geodesy used the term ''International Geodesic (sic) Association'' 7 years before this organization was officially established.
It was at the general conference in Berlin in November 1886, when the name Europäische Gradmessung was changed to Internationale Erdmessung (Asso-ciation Géodésique Internationale = International Geodetic Association) to accommodate the participation of countries outside Europe. Although its membership comprised nations in Europe, Asia, and the Americas, two prominent geodetic powers, Great Britain and the United States, were not represented initially. The United States became a full member in 1889 after the U.S. Congress approved the necessary monies. Precise nomenclature was so poorly defined during those days, that in the 1889 Report of the Superintendent of the U.S. Coast and Geodetic Survey, funding is requested to pay the membership fees with these words: ''For contribution to the «International Geodetic Association for the Measurement of the Earth»'' [U.S. Coast & Geodetic Survey, 1890, p. 13] . However, in the same volume Davidson [1890] reporting on his trip to Paris to attend the Ninth Conference ''as the Delegate appointed by the President of the United States'' writes the more appropriate short terminology ''International Geodetic Association.'' This designation remained in effect until 1917 when a new, more cumbersome wording was introduced: ''Reduced Geodetic Association Among Neutral Nations.'' This was followed by ''Section of Geodesy of the IUGG' ' (1920-1933) ; ''Association of Geodesy '' (1933-1946) ; and, finally, from 1946 to the present, ''International Association of Geodesy'' (IAG) [Tardi, 1963] .
Having clarified the conventional naming accepted to designate the precursors of today's IAG during the years preceding the nomination of Carlos Ibáñ ez e Ibáñez de Ibero as the first president of the International Geodetic Association, attention will now be focused on his life and achievements.
As he is commonly known in Spain, General Carlos Ibáñ ez e Ibáñ ez de Ibero, Marqués de Mulhacén (Fig. 1 ) was born in Barcelona (Catalonia, Spain) on April 14, 1825 and died in Nice (France) January 28, 1891. The outstanding professional career of Carlos Ibáñ ez (identified hereafter by his father's surname) comprises a life virtually dedicated to geodesy and other closely related sciences. His achievements brilliantly extended the path initiated by other Spanish military scientists (among them, well known mariners Jorge Juan and Antonio de Ulloa) who fiercely devoted their energies to expand the realm of higher geodesy with a dedication and impetus of deserved worldwide recognition. Not only were the contributions of Ibáñ ez internationally acclaimed, but more importantly, his foresight and intervention were pivotal in forging an ingenious and well-thought course of action for the pragmatic implementation of the geodetic and mapping sciences in Spain.
Carlos Ibáñ ez descended from a family with prominent military heritage. His father, a lawyer and mathematician, and both grandfathers were high-ranking officers in the Spanish Army. From an early age he was tutored with a solid intellectual and humanistic background. For example, he was an accomplished polyglot, fluent in French, English, and German; and because of its similarity to his mother tongue (Spanish and Catalan), he was able to read and communicate in Portuguese and Italian.
This aptitude for languages made him a popular and admired personality in European scientific circles, propelling him to prestigious international positions, both in management as well as basic and applied research. ''The vast experience of this motivated scholar, the amenity of his character and his ample loyalty, has gained for Ibáñ ez, besides the esteem, the affection of all his peers'' [Bertrand, 1891] . In fact, his accomplishments were not limited to assuring the progress of the mapping sciences in Spain, but transcended its national domain to generate an impact on geodesy and international diplomacy as a whole.
As Hirsch [1892] said very eloquently: ''But it is not only Spain who has profited from the tireless work of this learned officer; it was geodesy in general, to which Ibáñ ez rendered his best services. Although animated by the most ardent and genuine patriotism, his liberal spirit would not admit, within the world of science, the isolated and restrictive limitations of political frontiers and, above all, national vanities. He understood from the very beginning, that in order to achieve the progress he envisioned for his own homeland, it was necessary to study and adapt the organization and procedures of the most advanced countries. It was never too late for him to repay with interest the important scientific and technological input that he had borrowed from abroad.'' Following a tradition well blended within his ancestry, he enrolled in the elite Engineering Military Academy at the early age of 14. He graduated in 1843, [Llave, 1953] In 1847, in response to a special request by the Portuguese government, Spain and England sent troops to the neighboring country to subdue an incipient revolt fueled by political agitators acting from the northern city of Porto that was threatening country-wide anarchy. This uprising was pacified without bloodshed, but most significantly, during Ibáñ ez's stay in Portugal his unit was assigned to map the route from Porto to Tuy, and the strategic city of Valença do Minho. Thus, for the first time, he assumed responsibility of a cartographic task which would imprint on him a vocation that guided forever the course of his professional activities.
During all his life Ibáñ ez maintained an attitude that was unusual for a military officer of his notoriety and prestige: to be totally sheltered from the influence of political coalitions. Nevertheless, during his years as a young Captain, he was mobilized with his troops to restrain two tumultuous rallies in Madrid streets (March 28 and May 7, 1848) that had been instigated by antimonarchist elements [Paladini, 1991] de Ibero, 1957] .
He assumed the post of professor at the Engineering Military Academy in 1850, but this commitment was short lived. One year later, he interrupted his teaching duties after having been assigned a commission to visit several European military establishments and enhance his education and training on the latest techniques to build pontoon bridges. Undoubtedly, this 4-month sojourn acquainted him with the handling of new precision mechanical tools and prepared him well for the intricacies of metrology, a branch of the physical sciences at which he later excelled.
In 1852, he was named Director of the School of Pontoniers in Madrid. This same year the Spanish Royal Academy of Sciences (Real Academia de Ciencias Exactas, Físicas y Naturales) urged the Government to produce a large scale topographic/cadastral map of the nation. The best cartography available in Spain at the time was limited to regional maps of the provinces at scales of 1:200,000 (prepared by Colonel F. Coello) to complement a voluminous Geographical Dictionary compiled by P. Madoz [Alonso, 1972, p. 45] .
The following year Ibáñ ez wrote a comprehensive pontonier's manual in collaboration with J. Modet [1853] . This work was well-received and represented the canonical text on the subject for many years. But with all certainty, the event that more than anything else was destined to shape his future also occurred in 1853 when he was selected to be a member of the newly formed Commission for the Map of Spain (Comisió n del Mapa de Españ a). This Commission was the answer to the pledge made 1 year earlier by the Academy of Sciences and was formed to study the feasibility of producing a detailed topographic map of the country. Thus, from that moment on, he embarked on what would culminate in an illustrious career in geodesy. It was from this platform he proposed and defended the idea of covering Spain with a dense network of triangles scaled by an accurately measured geodetic base line, following up-todate methodologies adopted by other leading geodetic organizations.
The mathematical inclination of Ibáñ ez constantly drove him to look for the best scientific solutions, contrasting with simplified ''practical'' procedures advocated by pure military engineers. Such was the success of this energetic passion to properly modernize Spanish geodesy that he fostered a new trend among his colleagues where rigid mathematical and instrumental processes took precedent over the mere application of conventional routines. ''He knew how to communicate his ardor to the young officers, who initially were his students, but soon after, his collaborators'' [MilneEdwards, 1891] .
Compelled by these demanding intellectual principles, he contacted the shop of Brunner in Paris -the cradle of precise scientific instruments of the time-to manufacture under his supervision the most advanced base apparatus as arranged by the Map Commission. In 1855 and 1856, he spent several months in Paris directing its construction and determining its coefficient of thermal expansion. Later he made the comparisons, of what would become the Spanish standard of length, against the so-called Ruler (''module'') No. 1 of Borda which was the main reference for measuring all geodetic bases in France since 1798 and whose relationship with the standard meter at the Paris Observatory was rigorously known [1884c] .
The Spanish Rod designed by Ibáñ ez and Brunner [Brunner, 1857a [Brunner, , 1857b was essentially a single bimetallic measuring bar with a nominal length of 4 m based on a thermometric combination of two metal strips (21 mm wide and 5 mm thick), one of platinum on top of another of brass of the same dimensions [1860; 1883d] . This apparatus belonged to the so-called ''optical type'' and, as such, was furnished with two independent microscope micrometers. The rudiments of replacing contact rods by optical procedures were introduced by Hassler and Tralles and already employed in Switzerland in 1797 [Hassler, 1825; Wolf, 1891] .
Other accessories, such as a portable level bubble, a telescope for alignment, and several trestles to precisely place the rod and the micrometers above the ending points were included as an integral part of the instrumentation. A longitudinal shelter tent formed using several concatenated segments was also deployed and progressively moved to isolate the instruments and the observers from weather conditions.
In 1858, Ibáñ ez personally directed and participated in the measurement of the central geodetic base of the Spanish first-order triangulation. Located in Madridejos (Toledo) about 100 km south of Madrid, its length was determined using the instrument he helped to devise and which he thoroughly tested in Paris the preceding year. The results were of such incredible precision that Ibáñez soon gained fame and celebrity for the rigor of his scientific scrutiny [Lallemand, 1925] , and his field-work received praiseworthy reviews such as ''memorable operation'' and non plus ultra [Faye, 1863] .
This mastery in designing a base apparatus was going to be amply corroborated later, when Ibáñ ez constructed a second prototype, further improved in efficiency and manageability. Undoubtedly, this was the prolegomenon of advanced geometric geodesy in Spain and, due to the fulminant results achieved by Ibáñ ez with the base apparatus he designed, the justification for his meteoric career in the field. Around this time, preliminary discussions with Colonel Laussedat where held concerning the possibility of linking with large triangles the continents of Europe and Africa, a premonition of another of Ibáñ ez's salient milestones later in life. Laussedat was a professor of geodesy at l'É cole Polytechnique in Paris who was sent by the French Academy of Sciences to observe the field procedures used by Ibáñ ez while measuring the Madridejos base [Laussedat, 1859a [Laussedat, , 1859b .
Interestingly, in 1872, a disparity of views claiming proprietary ideas (mainly who originally proposed the geodetic junction between Europe and Africa) erupted within the French Academy. This somewhat pointless, long-lived controversy is well documented in the Compte Rendus [Blondel, 1872; Doutrelaine, 1872; Laussedat, 1872a Laussedat, , 1872b Levret, 1865 Levret, , 1872 Perrier, 1872a Perrier, , 1872b Perrier, , 1879a . In essence, an old idea already postulated by Biot and Arago was revived [Biot and Arago, 1821, p. xxix; Biot, 1857; Levallois, 1988, p. 86] .
In 1859, Ibáñ ez in conjunction with some of his assistants published: ''Experiments made with the apparatus for measuring bases belonging to the Spanish Mapping Commission'' [1859a], followed by ''The central base of the Spanish geodetic triangulation'' [1859b], where they described in detail the methodology applied to accurately measure geodetic bases. These books were promptly translated into French by Laussedat and received world-wide dissemination [1860 , 1865 Laussedat, 1866] .
The same year, Ibáñ ez traveled abroad to become familiar with the latest techniques to produce large scale topographic maps. His main mission was to inspect every available alternative and select the best solution for the compilation and publication of topographic maps. He in turn was named Secretary of the Geographical Section of the Junta General de Estadís-tica, in charge of the general plan for all topographic and cadastral operations in Spain.
Also in 1859 Ibáñ ez completed an independent check of the Madridejos base using a triangulation scheme [1863b , 1863c Laussedat, 1864] . One recurrent query troubling geodetic contemporaries of our protagonist was whether or not the advantages of measuring a long base line were sufficiently great to warrant the expenditure of the time that it requires, or whether as much precision could be obtained by carefully extending a short base through triangulation. The Madridejos results answered unequivocally this important scientific challenge (see Table 1 ). The angular measurements done by Ibáñ ez at Madridejos demonstrated that bases of about 2 km in length could be enlarged without significant deterioration up to lengths of 14.5 km, strongly suggesting the convenience of reducing the direct measurement of bases to about 3 km.
On May 11, 1861, Ibáñ ez was elected a member (seat #20) of the Spanish Royal Academy of Sciences. His opening discourse, read in front of the assembly on March 8, 1863, dealt with the rapid advancements achieved in astronomic and geodetic instruments: ''History of the observing instruments used in astronomy and geodesy and their influence in the progress of these two sciences '' [1863a] . In Madrid in September of 1861 he married Juana Baboulène Thenié, born in Agen, France, from whom he did not have descendants. This failure to procreate probably was a contributing factor to marital tensions and ultimately caused their separation.
In 1862, he was named Secretary of the Section of Mathematics of the Spanish Academy of Sciences. Attending a petition from the Egyptian Government channeled through the French Academy of Sciences, Ibáñ ez accepted the responsibility of principal investigator in a research project aimed to determine the metric Ibáñ ez inquisitiveness pushed him to conceive a simplified version of base apparatus. In March of 1865 he traveled to Paris to the shop of Brunner's brothers to supervise the completion of his new 4 m instrument and to determine its coefficient of thermal expansion. This was a monometallic rod of laminated iron 6 mm thick rivetted into two plates in the shape of an inverted T, with four removable contact thermometers. The upright depth was 12.5 cm and the horizontal 9.6 cm in width. As before, it was used in conjunction with two microscope micrometers, telescope for alignment, bubble level, etc. Other beneficial features introduced in the manufacture of this iron rod included: provisions to secure readiness in transportation, ease and rapidity in handling, and better stability of supports. The bar was lifted by two pairs of handles and was protected by a very strong box for transportation. All these advantages reduced the operational time in the field drastically. He was able to proceed at a rate of 200 m/hour compared with a slow 30 m/hour for the Spanish Rod previously used at Madridejos [Ibáñ ez de Ibero, 1945; Torroja Menéndez, 1991] .
The novelty of affixing mercury thermometers to the iron bar was criticized by Davidson [1890] : ''The principal source of error appears to me to rest in the unknown temperature of the bar, because I can not believe that the indications of the thermometers are to be taken as the actual temperature of the bar at any given time.'' ''... I think the conditions adopted with the single metal bar and thermometers (thereby really introducing two metals) are unfavorable for accuracy on account of the direct exposure of the bar itself to the atmosphere and the doubtful contact of the thermometers therewith; and also the insufficiency of any such relation of the thermometers to the metal to determine its mean temperature.'' Davidson continued defending the methods used in the United States remarking: ''In discussing with the members of the Geodetic Association the method by which the Coast Survey has measured the Yolo and Los Angeles bases, I endeavored to elicit from their claims for the practical advantages of the Ibáñ ez and Brunner bars.'' However, these statements were too premature and not fully supported by the facts. In the report that Davidson [1895] wrote about results from geodetic bases measured in the U.S., he tabulates a relative accuracy of 1:820,000 for the Yolo base but, incomprehensibly leaves blank the relative accuracy corresponding to the Los Angeles base which he measured more than six years earlier. In contrast, the average relative error of the nine base lines that Ibáñez personally measured with his instrument amounted to only 1:2,400,000 [1871a , 1881g, 1881h, 1881i, 1883c , 1884b Hirsch and Dumur, 1888] . Even so, refinements to Ibáñ ez's ideas on how to improve the physical contact of the thermometers against the iron rod were suggested by authors such as Maurer [1884] , but never implemented because of the introduction of invar tapes.
Later the same year Ibáñ ez returned to Paris to check the preparation of the lights to be deployed in the triangulation connecting the Balearic Islands project which he planned and personally directed in the field.
In 1866, he reiterated to the European Geodetic Association the feasibility of tying the geodetic networks of Spain (Europe) and Algeria (Africa) while representing Spain at the meeting of its Permanent Commission in Neuchatel. There, Ibáñ ez offered the collaboration of his government in pursuing one of the most coveted geodetic projects at the time: extending the meridian arc from the Shetland Islands to Africa [1866b Africa [ , 1888b .
At the conclusion of the Paris Exposition in 1867, a Committee for weights, measures, and currencies (comité des poids et measures et des monnais) was assembled to study the suitability of creating a logical system of measures of universal acceptance. Ibáñ ez once more represented Spain at this germinal gathering. During the months of May to September of that year he continued the time-consuming geodetic survey in the Balearic Islands. This geodetic work comprised first-and second-order triangulation, but it was complicated by the logistics of visually connecting points between different islands. In the Summer of 1868 Ibáñ ez returned to Majorca to complete his geodetic activities in the islands.
On December 22, 1868, a royal decree, after recognizing its originality in design, officially baptizes the iron rod that he devised and constructed in Paris with the name of Aparato Ibá ñ ez (Ibáñ ez's Apparatus). This instrument was used by Ibáñ ez himself to measure several base lines: three in the triangulation he designed and implemented in the Balearic Islands and five others strategically located across the Iberian peninsula. Furthermore, in 1880, the Ibáñ ez Apparatus was loaned to the Swiss Geodetic Commission to measure three geodetic bases in Switzerland.
In 1869, Ibáñ ez published ''New apparatus for measuring geodetic bases '' [1869] where he explained in great detail the different components of his second base apparatus. A sufficiently extensive accounting of this instrument and its operation can also be found in [Koppe, 1881; Westphal, 1881; Hirsch and Dumur, 1888, pp. 5-26; Á lvarez and Belló n, 1889; Mifsut, 1905a, pp. 106-124, and 1905b, Figs. 38-97] . So well founded and authoritative was the Ibáñ ez contribution to geodetic base measurements that a description of his instrument and methods appeared in five consecutive editions of the respected Jordan's Handbook [1890, pp. 92-99; 1896, pp. 84-90; Jordan-Eggert, 1939 and 1948, pp. 119-124; Jordan-Eggert-Kneissl, 1958, pp. 448-451] .
During the same year of 1869 Ibáñ ez traveled to Southampton to observe the comparison of his instrument against the English Yard performed by Clark [1873] . The determined length was 4.00040524 m, which represented a relative precision of 1:2,000,000 with relation to the value previously obtained by Ibáñ ez. From these series of experiments the first rigorous determination of the relationship between the meter and the English yard was made: 1 m = 1.09362311 Y. The results of the calibrations led Clark to write: ''From this it appears that the length of the meter, as given by the Spanish bar (referring to Ibáñ ez's rod) agrees with great precision with that inferred at Southampton from the comparisons of the Belgian and Prussian toises.'' January 4, 1870, marks the creation of the Geographical Institute of Spain initially placed under the Direcció n General de Estadística in the Ministry of Fomento. Carlos Ibáñ ez was named Director General of the Institute by decree on September 12. Thanks to his balanced political neutrality he remained at the helm of this institution unaffected by sometimes abrupt regime changes which caused profound administrative reorganizations. Under his mandate the production of the General Topographic Map of Spain was launched. ''The general directions, which, in accordance with the proposition of the Geographical Institute, His Highness the Regent of the Kingdom has been pleased to dictate, under the date of the 30th of September, 1870, are: 1st, that the publication shall be made on a scale of 1:50,000; 2nd, that the map shall be divided into sheets of 20 minutes' base in the direction of the parallels by 10 minutes' altitude in the direction of the meridians; 3rd, that the portion of the terrestrial surface represented on each one of the sheets shall be considered as a plane, without subjecting the map to any system of general projection'' [Comstock, 1876] . This enterprise represented a colossal undertaking containing an estimated total of 1,080 quads; on the other hand, Ibáñ ez's goal had finally been realized: ''to group in one single Department and under the same directorate, all geodetic and topographic operations'' [Arévalo, 1991] .
In the Summer of 1870, Ibáñ ez became a member of the International Commission of the Metre (Commission International du mètre). On Oct. 12, 1872, an election was held in Paris to choose among the representatives of participating countries the twelve members of the Commission's Permanent Committee. The record shows [Bosscha, 1876; Bigourdan, 1901, p. 313 Paradoxically, the geodetic coordinates so computed were never updated -even after an accurate geodetic connection of the islands with the mainland was established in modern times [Paladini, 1969] . It seems that this contemporary decision adds unnecessary confidence to Ibáñ ez judgement and almost infallible credibility to the performance of Biot and Arago.
We come now to another event crucial in the life of Carlos Ibáñ ez. In March 1873, and by a decree of the newly installed Republican Government, the Geographical Institute took a new identity after it was combined with an office of Statistics and renamed Geographical Statistical Institute (Instituto Geográ fico y Estadístico) ''the greatest agency of its kind in the world, which was a model for similar institutions in other countries'' [Appell, 1925] . It is not surprising that Ibáñez was thought to be the proper person to direct this revamped Institute and accordingly he was appointed its first General Director. Witness of the excellence he was able to inculcate among his co-workers are the profusion of accomplishments spanning the 17 years that he administered this organization, precursor of today's Instituto Geográ fico Nacional. This was the golden age of geodesy and cartography in Spain but, although bypassed in the present article, one should not ignore the progress that Ibáñ ez inspired in promoting novel comprehensive statistical surveys of tremendous national significance.
Ibáñ ez himself described some professional aspects of the Institute in a letter quoted by Wheeler [1885] : ''As to the organization of the Institute, which I have the honor to direct, it is neither all military nor all civil, but mixed; and the Institute itself is under a civil department (Ministry of Public Instruction, Public Works, Agriculture, and Commerce)... The geodetic works of the first order have been executed by officers of Artillery, Engineers, and General Staff. Triangulations of the second and third orders are confided to certain officials chosen from a special civil corps, named Corps of Topographers, which cannot be entered except by competition, after being subject to an examination before a competent tribunal. The topographic works are executed by this same Corps of Topographers. '' In Paris in the Fall of 1873, Ibáñ ez presided over a decisive meeting of the permanent Committee of the International Commission of the Metre. Among the topics on the agenda was the sanction of a resolution addressed to the French Government (Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Duke Decazes) petitioning support for convoking a diplomatic conference in Paris to discuss the world-wide consolidation of the metric system.
While attending the 4th General Conference of the Europä ische Gradmessung at Dresden in 1874, and during the fourth session held on September 28, Ibáñez was elected president of its Permanent Commission [Anon., 1875, p. 7] . The results of the first round of votes among the nine members of the Commission (Baeyer, de Bauernfeind, Bruhns, Faye, de Forsch, Hirsch, Ibáñ ez, d'Oppolzer, and de Vecchi) went as follows: Ibáñ ez (4), de Forsch (3), Faye (1), and de Bauernfeind (1). The two candidates with the most number of votes passed to the final election where everyone except the candidates themselves could cast a ballot. The decisive result was: Ibáñ ez (4) and de Forsch (3). Ibáñ ez accepted his nomination as president as a ''delicate obligation, he has fulfilled with dignity, impartiality and sensitivity, to the satisfaction of all Governments and their delegates'' [Hirsch, 1892] . His first action as permanent Commission president was to put to good use this alternative podium, promulgating, once more, the need for a prompt assembly of an international diplomatic conference to decide the future of the metric system [Anon., 1875, pp. 8-9] . Ibáñ ez deserves immense credit for this unabated striving to crystallize this paramount conference which finally convened in Paris on March 1-20, 1875.
As president of the Permanent Committee of the International Commission of the Metre, Ibáñ ez was a plenipotentiary at the Convention of the Metre (Conférence diplomatique du Mètre) that ultimately ratified the meter as the standard unit of length [Jordan, 1877; Guillaume, 1902; Page and Vigoureux, 1975, pp. 225-230] . This agreement was signed by 17 of the 20 countries of Europe and the Americas present.
After the conference, during sessions held in Paris on April 19-24, the International Committee for Weights and Measures was born and Ibáñ ez elected its first president, a post that he would retain until his death. ''He always presided with ample vision and polite authority together with great courtesy and tactful qualities required to moderate the debates of the International Committee during an age of political confrontations'' [Guillaume, 1925] At the annual meeting of the Europä ische Gradmessung's Permanent Commission in Hamburg in 1878, he reported very proudly and with optimism about the completion of the field reconnaissance for the geodetic connection between Europe and Africa, a joint enterprise that France's F. Perrier and Ibáñ ez masterminded. Also in 1878, presuming his first wife dead, he was married for the second time to Cecilia Grandchamp y Rosset born in Montbrillant, Canton of Geneva, Switzerland. Their union produced a daughter and a son (Carlos Ibáñ ez de Ibero) who studied in Paris, was a prolific writer, became a member of the Spanish Academy of Political Sciences and, understandably, an impassioned biographer of his father [Ibáñ ez de Ibero, 1918 de Ibero, , 1945 de Ibero, , 1956 de Ibero, , 1957 de Ibero, , and 1963 .
Some bizarre circumstances surrounding the reappearance of Carlos Ibáñ ez's first wife in Madrid soon after his death, claiming the General's widow's pension and the legal procedures which ensued may be consulted in Paladini [1991] . This private personal incident was used by Ibáñ ez's more prejudiced and acerbic adversaries to unsuccessfully attempt to discredit his reputation posthumously [Chaix, 1891] .
It was 1879, when in collaboration with several Spanish [Barraquer, 1881; Merino, 1881] and French (Bassot, Defforges, etc.) scientists, Ibáñ ez representing Spain and Perrier representing France directed the geodetic and astronomic operations to complete the junction between the geodetic networks of Spain and Algeria. Also this year, the very first quad (Madrid) of the Topographic Map rolled off the presses. There were a total of 89 sheets printed before Ibáñ ez left the Institute [Nuñ ez de las Cuevas, 1991a] . The quality of the final product was well summarized by Hirsch [1892] : ''This magnificent map represents one of the most perfect examples of modern cartography, notable because of the exactness of the information it contains, as well as the clarity of the drawings and the beauty of the engravings; the Map of Spain has been considered among the best of our times in every exhibit it participated.''
In 1880, attending to a request from the Swiss Government, Ibáñ ez ordered the transportation of his instrument to Switzerland, and personally directed a Spanish team in the measurement, twice, of the geodetic base at Aarberg. This base, central to the Swiss triangulation, was remeasured once more immediately after by Swiss scientists. In July, 1881 the same Swiss group still using Ibáñ ez's Apparatus also measured two other control bases, Bellinzone and Weinfelden, twice, ''the results were of a precision truly remarkable, which is a great complement for the instrument employed and the scientists involved in these measurements'' [Gautier, 1893] . The average relative error of the three bases was only 1:2,273,000. A descriptive account of these operations including final conclusions were published by Hirsch and Dumur [1888] . [1879; Perrier, 1879a Perrier, , 1879b Perrier, , 1879c . A full scientific report and the vicissitudes encompassing this major geodetic venture, unique in its time, were thoroughly recounted in various publications [1880b , 1886a , 1888b Perrier, 1887a Perrier, , 1887b where proper credit to all participants involved was apportioned. In the interval from 1882 to 1884 Carlos Ibáñ ez occupied the second highest scientific post in Spain when he took office as vice president of the Spanish Academy of Sciences.
As requested by the War Department (Ministerio de Guerra) in 1882, he published a voluminous study deliniating the military regions of Spain assigned to the different arms forces [1882] . This work contained an updated map of the country at 1:1,500,000.
In 1885, the French government conferred Ibáñez as Grand Officer of France's Légion d'Honneur in recognition of his efforts to disseminate the metric system among all nations. At the first assembly of the International Geodetic Association in Berlin in 1886, General Carlos Ibáñ ez e Ibáñ ez de Ibero was unanimously elected its first President, effective January 1887. ''Unselfish devotion, perfect understanding of the concerns, judgement on persons and situation, firm resolutions and pleasant impartiality is what Ibáñ ez has displayed at this position which he occupied until his death'' [Hirsch, 1892] .
Major administrative issues confronted by Ibáñez during the four years of his tenure included, among others: participation with Helmert, Hirsch, and Foerster in the preparation of two sets of by-laws, one for the Permanent Commission, the other for the Central Bureau; taking an active role in increasing the membership of the International Geodetic Association which during Ibáñ ez's presidency announced the definitive addition of nine countries (France, Switzerland, and Serbia in 1887; Chile, Mexico, Japan, and Greece in 1888;  and Argentina and the United States in 1889), the Association strongly recommended the adoption of the meridian of Greenwich as the international official meridian turning down some proponents advocating the selection of the meridian of Jerusalem; the first special financial commission was constituted; etc.
In 1887 By royal decree, on February 8, 1889, he was awarded the nobiliary title of Marqués de Mulhacén in recompense for his leadership in the planning and successful completion of the geodetic junction between Spain and Algeria (''for the scientific work he directed or was personally involved''). Ibáñ ez always resented not being able to participate directly in the observations. He climbed the 3480 m of peak Mulhacén on September 1879, but after 3 days of fruitless waiting for the weather to clear, he was forced to leave in order to travel to Paris and resume his busy schedule.
Unexpectedly, a royal decree of October 1889, abolished the autonomy of the General Direction of the Geographical and Statistical Institute, placing it under other General Directions in the Ministry of Fomento. This change eliminated direct control of the benefits generated by the Institute's inherent resources and caused quite a commotion. On Dec. 20, discontent with what he thought was a self-defeating policy, Ibáñ ez asked for 1-year leave of absence (later extended to 2) to travel to France, settling temporarily in Nice were he concentrated full time on his multiple international obligations, ''... besides the plethora of titles and the respect of the scientific community, we owe General Ibáñ ez our gratitude: he loved France and deserves our devoted affection'' eulogized Milne-Edwards [1891] .
Ibáñ ez's intuition played a key role in setting up the Institute objectives, merging perfectly the fields of geodesy, topography, and cadastre. After Ibáñ ez's de facto resignation, the Geographical Institute of Spain began a long decline from which it did not fully recover until well into the 20th century. The hardships still seem to be somewhat unresolved. A former director of the Institute complained recently [Nú ñ ez de las Cuevas, 1991b]: ''Due to the Administration lack of problem focusing... a century later the Institute continues without fulfilling in great part the goals projected at the time of its creation.'' On December 29, 1890, the French Academy of Sciences awarded to General Carlos Ibáñ ez the Poncelet Prize. The members of the selection committee (Hermite, Darboux, Poincaré, and Jordan) justified the nomination with these words: ''for his dedication and the intelligent direction he gave to every matter related to his involvement at the International Committee for Weights and Measures. After more than twenty years of scrupulous studies, in 1889, and according to the resolutions of (the Convention of the Metre in) 1875, the new metre standards were distributed to countries in Europe and the Americas perpetuating the acceptance of the metric system.'' [Anon., 1890] .
On the 31st of January 1891, Ibáñ ez was buried with full military honors in the Cemetery du Château in Nice. de Ibero, 1963, p. 240-304] . In May 1925, a tribute honoring the centenary of his birth was observed at la Sorbonne in Paris. The full set of discourses [Commémoration, 1925] were published in the June 1925 issue of Bull. Géodésique. In June 1949, a commemorative tablet was located at the alpine refuge on the peak Mulhacén celebrating the geodetic connection between Spain and Africa [Gavira, 1950] . In October 1953, an homage to Carlos Ibáñ ez was dedicated in Barcelona with the occasion of adding his portrait to the Gallery of Illustrious Catalans [Llave, 1953] . A brief ''biographical memoir'' by Whitten [1988] Gradmessung, Sept. 21-30, 1871, Vienna, 65-66, G. Reimer, Berlin.
